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Abstract: Today's world has a growing concern on preserving privacy of sensitive information, in 
organizations where person-specific data are to be published for inferring useful information from the 
data for researchers. Such sensitive information should not be disclosed, at the same time the data 
published should carry some useful information to the researchers. According to Hui Wang et.al., 
finding a proper optimal partitioning scheme for creating anonymization groups is a NP-hard problem. 
It is also realized that databases serve as an important asset for several applications, especially in 
managing patient data and maintaining the privacy of the same turns out to be an important problem. 
In this paper we make an investigation on  the threat from Full Functional Dependency (FFD) which is 
considered as a part of adversary knowledge. We propose an enhanced  top-down greedy approach to 
deal with FFD Based privacy attack. The designed algorithm is robust when compared to existing 
since the frequency distribution of sensitive values act as a deciding factor for choosing split points in 
partitioning. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Privacy is an important factor that need to be considered while publishing the data to outside world. 

Usually government agencies and other organization used to publish patients medical record, census 
information, which are generally termed as 'microdata' on public domain for research purposes. On releasing 
microdata, the sensitive information pertaining to an individual is not intended to be disclosed. An incorrect 
perception of the data may also be harmful to individual. Of course data is to be released to the researchers to 
tap out useful information but the risk of disclosure of personal sensitive information to researchers is very high 
as mentioned by Hui Wang et al., (2011). Hence techniques should be devised to maintain proper balance 
between the amount of sensitive information disclosed and the usefulness of information to the researchers.  

Since person-specific data contains sensitive information about individuals, publishing of such data violates 
data privacy and data confidentiality as well, as said by Alberto Trombetta (2011). Data confidentiality, 
however is very important because of the monetary value of the data present in the released table. For instance, 
consider the hospital database application where history of the diseases of patients of that particular hospital 
over a period of years is a valuable asset and needed to be preserved. Such requirements, kindled the researchers 
to develop various approaches and techniques to achieve good data confidentiality and ownership on personal 
information. Apart from confidentiality, privacy is also an important concern needed to be addressed as 
mentioned by, Alberto Trombetta (2011). Due to the emergence of massive number of databases and data 
warehouses, holding a spectrum of useful data about individual personnel, a lot more information could be 
mined just by correlating the database which is not intended. 

According to Alberto Trombetta et al., (2011) "privacy relates to what data can be safely disclosed without 
leaking sensitive information". Methodology to publish preserved data is an emergent research topic.. Hui 
Wang et al., (2011) considered the full functional dependencies (FFDs) of the original microdata as part of the 
adversary knowledge. Applying FFD to anonymized database may lead to privacy breach as illustrated by Hui 
Wang el al., (2011) In this paper, we make a detailed study of  the problem of privacy-preserving publishing the 
microdata with FFDs as adversarial knowledge. After a formal definition of FFD based attack we discuss the 
application set up for the occurence of the attack. We study the grouping strategies proposed in the literature to 
satisfy a privacy requirement, (d,l) inference. To deal with the unsafe FFD based attack we propose an enhanced  
top-down greedy approach, where the frequency distribution of sensitive values act as a deciding factor for 
choosing split points in partitioning. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a 
detailed literature survey of recent researches in the area of privacy preserving databases. Basic definition and 
primitives are dealt in detail in Section 3. Section 4 gives the anonymization scenario about two-phase data 
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collection and publishing model. Section 5 briefs about the proposed modified top-down partitioning algorithm. 
Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines the future work. 

 
Literature Survey: 

L. Sweeney.,(2002) proved that removal of sensitive attributes from microdata alone is not sufficient to 
provide privacy. There are a few solutions proposed in the literature to defend against the record linkage attack. 
The principle of k-anonymity, proposed by Sweeney requires that each record is indistinguishable from at least 
k-1 other records with respect to their quasi-identifiers. A. Machanavajjhala et.al.,2006) proposed a privacy 
mechanism beyond k-anonymity called l-diversity which requires that every group of indistinguishable tuples 
must contain at least l distinct sensitive values. P. Samarati (2001) proposed the generalization method to 
achieve anonymization which is employed both in k-anonymity and l-diversity principles. Other privacy 
preserving principles include t-closeness proposed by N. Li (2007),  (α,k)-anonymity proposed by R.C.W. 
Wong  (2006)and (c,k)-safety by D.J. Martin (2007). Information Sharing across private databases is the thrust 
area since is an increasing need for information sharing across autonomous entities in a way that only the 
answer to the query is revealed and nothing else. Agrawal, A. Evfimievski, and R. Srikant (2003) proposed a 
new paradigm of minimal information sharing across private databases. Authors tend to formalize and develop 
protocols for intersection, equijoin, intersection size, and equijoin size across private databases.  R.Agarwal and 
R.Srikant (2000), D.Agarwal and C.Aggarwal (2001), I.Dinur and K.Nissim(2001), D.Dwork and K.Nissim 
(2004), A. Evfimievski, and R. Srikant (2003) addressed the perturbation technique to hide exact data values 
from outside world. R.Agarwal and R.Srikant (2000), focus on developing aggregate model, an accurate model 
without gaining a reach to important personal information in independent records. They have also developed a 
novel reconstruction procedure for exact estimation of distribution of original data values across databases. 
D.Agarwal and C.Aggarwal(2001), discussed the problem of privacy preservation by distribution reconstruction 
process and perturbation. They proposed Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm for distribution 
reconstruction and proved that the algorithm is more effective than the methods available in the literature in 
terms of the level of information loss.  

D.Dwork and K.Nissim (2004), examined the tradeoff between privacy and usability of statistical 
databases. They modeled a statistical database and contributed a polynomial reconstruction algorithm of data 
from noisy (perturbed) subset sums. Authors prove that smaller perturbation always results in a strong violation 
of privacy. A. Evfimievski, and R. Srikant (2003), investigated the problem of building aggregate databases 
thereby ensuring privacy at the primary level of independent tuples. They also proposed an approach to solve 
the problem by first randomizing the independent record values and then disclosing the values to the outside 
world. This approach is susceptible to a lot of privacy breaches. Hence authors presented a novel formulation of 
privacy breaches and also a methodology of amplification for suppressing the privacy breaches. Despite of 
solutions proposed in the literature, the Perturbation Technique is found to be not much promising in case of 
drawing inferences with 100% confidence.  

Y.Lindell and B.Pinkas (2000),  G.Aggarwal, N.Mishra and B.Pinkas (2004), M.Freedman, K.Nissim, and 
B.Pinkas (2004), discussed secure multi-party computation, the technique of data hiding from the external 
world. The only pre requisite in this technique is that the function to be evaluated for computation should be 
known in advance.  Y.Lindell and B.Pinkas(2000) considered the problem of privacy preserving data mining. 
Specifically, they consider a situation where two different parties owning confidential databases is willing to 
run a data mining algorithm on the union of their databases, without revealing any unnecessary information. 
The problem even though could be solved using generic protocols, the problem of privacy preserving data 
mining is complex which makes the generic protocols impractical for solving the problem. The authors focussed 
on problem of decision tree learning with the popular ID3 algorithm and designed a protocol that seems to be 
much more efficient than generic solutions for secure multi-party computation. 

M.Freedman, K.Nissim, and B.Pinkas (2004), considered the problem of computing the intersection of 
private datasets of two parties, where the datasets contain element lists from a wide domain. The problem 
addressed by the authors has many applications for online collaboration. S. Ajmani, R.Morris and B. Liskov 
(2001) presented a novel system the Trusted Execution Platform (TEP), which supports general-purpose 
multiparty computation with definite guarantee on information disclosure. There are certain potential problems 
in providing trusted third party services, such as the management of cryptographic keys for end-to-end 
encryption. Other schemes proposed  in literature for trusted third party publishing are The Goss Scheme and 
Yacobi Scheme proposed by Goss.K.C (1990). The scheme designed by Goss has been US patented . In this 
method a shared secret key is introduced by combining two Diffie-Hellman exponentiations using fixed and  
variable parameters. The scheme employs a universal modulus and primitive element and the combination of 
two keys is obtained by XOR operation. The Yacobi Scheme is also very similar to the Goss scheme the only 
difference is that, the scheme uses a composite modulus as against the universal modulus in Goss Scheme and 
combines the session keys by modular multiplication rather than XOR-ing as in Goss Scheme. 

Generalization/ Suppression of Data is carried out by the process of anonymization termed as k-
anonymization proposed by L.Sweeney et al., (2002) Consider the situation where the data holder wishes to 
share a portion/version of structured information containing privately held individual-centric data to 
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researchers. The problem to be addressed here is that how can a data holder release data that could never be re-
investigated successfully and can certainly be practically useful.  k-anonymity proceeds with detailing about a 
person contained in the release is in-distinguishable from atleast k-1 individual records whose information also 
appears in the release. The main importance of k-anonymity protection model is that it serves as a platform on 
which many real-world systems such as Datafly, µ-Argus and k-similar render fault-tolerant privacy protection.  

L.Sweeney et.al., (2002) argues that 87% of entire US population reported characteristic that made the 
researchers uniquely identify records based on {5-digit ZIP, gender, date of birth}. The data could be re-
identified through linking. Databases pertaining to medical records and voter's list could easily be re-identified 
by linking with external data sources. Possible solution to preventing the attack of re-identification by linking 
with external data sources. Possible solution for preventing the attack of re-identification by linking is altering 
the value of the released data. L.Sweeney et.al., (2002) observed the fact that, "Greater the number of 
candidates provided more ambiguous the linking and more anonymous the data". Also it is observed that, 
greater the number of candidates, ambiguity in linking is higher thereby increasing ambiguity in data. Re-
identification of data can be across statistical databases or multilevel databases (MDB). Statistical databases 
include person-specific data, which includes cost analysis, data mining, fault detection and retrospective 
research. Re-identification in such statistical databases could be considerably curtailed by appending noise. 
Suppression technique employed in aggregation and multilevel databases prevents the release of sensitive 
information. Suppression technique can substantially reduce the data usefulness. 

Substantial work is carried out by D. Kifer, S. Mukherjee and V. Rastogi (2009)  by considering data 
correlation as adversarial knowledge. Martin et al. (2007) and Rastogi et al. (2007) are the first to consider 
correlations between tuples as adversary knowledge and prove that correlation may lead to privacy leakage.  

 
Basic Definition And Primitives: 

Data refers to organized personal information in the form of rows and columns. Row refers to individual 
tuple or record and column refers to the field. Tuple that forms a part of a single table are not necessarily 
unique. Column of a table is referred to as attribute that refers to the field of information, thereby an attribute 
can be concluded as domain. It is necessary that attribute that forms a part of the table should be unique. 
According to L.Sweeney et.al.,(2001) each row in a table is an ordered n-tuple of values <d1,d2,....dn> such that 
each value dj forms a part of the domain of jth column for j=1,2,...n where 'n' denoted the number of columns. 

 
3.1 Attribute: 

Consider a relation R(a1, a2,... an) with finite set of tuples. Then the finite set of attributes of R are {a1, a2,... 
an}, provided a table R(a1, a2,... an), {a1, a2,... aj}{a1, a2,... an} and a tuple l  R, l[ai,... an] corresponds to 
ordered set of values vi,...vj of ai... aj in l. R [ai... aj] corresponds to projection of attribute values a1, a2,... an in R, 
thereby maintaining tuple duplicates.                 

According to Ningui Li, Tiancheng Li et.al., (2010) attributes among itself can be divided into 3 categories 
namely 

1. Explicit identifiers- Attributes that clearly identifies individuals. For eg, Social Security Number for a 
US citizen. 

2. Quasi identifiers- Attributes whose values when taken together can potentially identify an individual. 
Eg., postal code, age, sex of a person. Combination of these can lead to disclosure of personal information. 

3. Sensitive attributes- That are attributes needed to be supplied for researchers keeping the identifiers 
anonymous. For eg, 'disease' attribute in a hospital database, 'salary' attribute in an employee database.  

Removal of explicit identifiers is the first step in the anonymization  process as it will directly lead to 
identity disclosure and attribute disclosure. 
 
3.2 The Quasi Identifier: 

As proposed by L.Sweeney et.al.,(2001)  a single attribute or a set of attributes that, in combination with 
some outside world information that can identify a single individual tuple in a relation is termed as quasi-
identifier. Given a set of entities E, and a table B(a1,…,an), fa: EB and fb: B  E', where E  E'. A quasi-
identifier of B, written UE, is a set of attributes {ai,…,aj}  {a1,…,an} where: si U such that fa(fb(si)[UE]) = 
si.  
 
3.3 k-Anonymity: 

Let RT(A1,A2,….An) be a table and QIRT be the Quasi identifier. RT is said to be k-anonymous if and only 
if each sequence of  values in  RT[QIRT] appears atleast k-times in RT[QIRT]. In short, the Quasi identifier must 
appear at least 'k' times in RT, where k=1,2,3,... where 'k' is termed to be the anonymity of the table.  
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Table 1: Microdata 2-anonymous Database containing sensitive Information 

Race Birth Gender Zipcode Disease (Sensitive Information) 

Black 1965 M 0213 Shortbreath 

Black 1965 M 0213 Shortbreath 

Black 1965 M 0214 Hypertension 

White 1964 F 0213 Obesity 

White 1965 F 0214 Chestpain 

White 1967 M 0213 Shortbreath 

White 1964 M 0214 Chestpain 

 
In the above table, Black occurs thrice and white occurs 4 times 1965 occurs 4 times,1967 occurs 1 

times,1964 occurs 2 times. The minimum occurrence of the Quasi identifier data is 2. So we conclude that the 
table is 2-anonymous. Table thus k-anonymized is susceptible to two types of attacks namely homogeneity 
attack and background knowledge attack as pointed out by Sweeney et.al., (2002). 
 
3.4 Identity Disclosure: 

Disclosure of identity happens when an independent tuple could be linked to a particular record belonging 
to the table released for researchers. As pointed out by Ningui Li et.al.,(2010) if there is onset of identity 
disclosure, an individual could potentially be re-identified and results in leakage of subsequent sensitive 
information.  
 
3.5. Attribute Disclosure: 

According to Ningui Li et.al., (2010) whenever a new information about the individual tuple is released, 
attribute disclosure occurs. The released data eases the process of exactly inferring the individuals' 
characteristics  Identity disclosure probably leads to attribute disclosure but attribute disclosure can arise with or 
without identity disclosure 
 
Table 2: Microdata pertaining to Inpatient Database 

Non-Sensitive Attributes Sensitive Attribute 

Zipcode Age Nationality Disease 

13053 28 Russian Cancer 

13054 29 Japanese Cancer 

13068 27 Indian Cancer 

13068 19 American Cancer 

14050 31 American Heart Disease 

14050 34 German Viral Infection 

14068 35 Russian Cancer 

14068 36 Indian Viral Infection 

 
Table 3: 4-anonymous inpatient microdata      

 Non-Sensitive Attributes Sensitive Attribute 

Zipcode Age Nationality Disease 

130** <30 * Cancer 

130** <30 * Cancer 

130** <30 * Cancer 

130** <30 * Cancer 

140** 3* * Heart Disease 

140** 3* * Viral Infection 

140** 3* * Cancer 

140** 3* * Viral Infection 

 
3.6. Numeric Quasi Identifiers: 
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When we go for generalization, numeric quasi-identifiers are generalized as a range of values. Example the 
age of employees working in an organization, salary of employees etc., Suppose if  the age of five students 
belonging to a particular grade are 21, 24, 23, 22 and 20, the numeric quasi identifier 'age' could be generalized 
as 20-30, and could be suppressed as 2*. 
 
 
3.7. Categorical Quasi Identifiers: 

Generalization of categorical quasi identifiers is by substituting a higher value in the same ladder of values. 
For example, chocolate and biscuit brands are replaced with 'confectionaries'.  
 
3.8 Functional Dependency: 

Let X and Y be two attributes of a database instance D. Functional dependency between the two attributes 
X and Y denoted by F: X → Y is defined as a constriction that for every pair of tuple t1 and t2 in D, if t1[x] = 
t2[x], then t1[y] = t2[y]. This implies that attribute values of Y on a tuple in D are determined by the attribute 
values of X. X is termed to be the determinant attribute and Y is the dependent attribute and the attribute values 
of X are termed as determinant values and attribute values Y are dependent values. According to R.Elmasri et 
al.  it is not possible to make an automatic inference of a FD from a relation extension. A FD must be clearly 
specified by a person who is knowledgeable about the semantics dependency if the FD X → Y is true for all 
values of X and Y 
 
Anonymization Scenario: 

Privacy preserving publishing of microdata is considered in a two-phase data collection and publishing 
model application setup as studied by B.C.M. Fung et.al., (2010)  In the first phase, of data collection, data 
publisher aggregates data from record holders. In the second phase of data publishing, the data publisher 
discharges the data to public, who certainly acts as third party service provider for analyzing published data. 
The models of data publishers are in two fold. The first is the untrusted model, where the record owners are at 
risk of being identified by data publisher. On the other hand, the trusted model, where record owners are ready 
to reveal their personal details to data publishers, since the data publisher is trustworthy. A trusted model of the 
publisher is considered for application set up. We consider the possibility that the publisher possess the 
knowledge to accomplish the data anonymization. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: 2- phase data collection and publishing model  ppubpublishingpmodemmodel  
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Consider D to be the microdata table, containing sensitive information about a set of individuals. There 
exist three types of attributes in D namely (i) Explicit identifiers (eg., ID), which generally form the primary 
key of D, (ii) Quasi identifiers (QI), combination of attributes that reveal the identity of individual, (iii) 
Sensitive attributes (S). Common anonymization techniques are suppression and generalization techniques 
refers to removal of certain tuples from the published database. As against, generalization aims to hide each 
tuple in a group which is termed as QI group. The conditions that must be satisfied while partitioning a database 
D, into QI group set are (1) Single tuple  single QI group (2) A QI group possess only records in D (3) Each 
tuple in a QI group possess similar values after generalization is performed (4) QI groups should be formed 
such that they are disjoined. Emphasis should be laid on the loss of information that has occurred due to 
anonymization. Some of the metrics proposed in literature to measure and quantify the information loss include 
accuracy of aggregated queries, discernibility metric, generalization height , normalized certainty penalty and 
generalized loss metric. Assumption is made that a taxonomy tree exists for categorical QI attributes. The 
information loss by suppressing a data value is quantified to be ‘1’. The information loss caused by 
generalization is quantified depending upon the nature of the attribute which is generalized. If A is numerical 
attribute, with value v generalized to interval [Low – Up]. Considering Max and Min to represent the maximum 
and minimum values for the attribute A. Then the information loss is quantified as Infoloss(v)= (Up – Low) / 
(Max – Min). As against, if A is categorical attribute and ‘T’ be its corresponding taxonomy tree, assuming that 
'v' to be the value of attribute A before generalization and 'v´ ' is after generalization, with ‘n’ nodes in 
taxonomy tree, then the information loss, Infoloss (v) =(Sn – 1)/ (S-1) where Sn is the count of leaf nodes in the 
subtree whose root is 'n' and 'S' is the total leaf nodes in taxonomy tree. For a tuple t with n attributes, the 
information loss is given by ILt = Σ n ε t ILvi /m and  the information loss of database D is ILD = (Σ t ε D ILt ) / |D|. 
We define agroup as a set of distinct sensitive values. A group G that consists of a set of distinct data values is 
d-close if for any two values si, sj�G, si and sj are d-close.  

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Value Generalization Hierarchy(VGH) of attribute 'age' 

 
Considering  the taxonomy tree for the age attribute, as mentioned in Fig 2., the age value 35 is generalized 

to [30, 45] then  the corresponding information loss is given by 
Infoloss (v) = (Up – Low) / (Max – Min) 
                     = (45 – 30) / (100 – 0) 
                     = 15 / 100 
                     = 0.15 
An anonymized database is (l,d) diverse if for every tuple in the database, its corresponding QI group G 

possess atleast l-different sensitive values that are d - close to each other. In order to differentiate between the 
normal set difference and set intersection operation between the groups, we use ∩f and - F to denote the set 
intersection / difference operations employing FFD F. 

 
Proposed Modified Top Down Partitioning Algorithm: 

For a database D let D* denote the anonymized version of the database satisfying (l,d) diversity. An FFD, 
F: A→B where A, B  (QI  S), is said to induce FFD based privacy attack, if there exists at least one non - 
empty set among the four of the following that does not obey (l,d) diversity:(1)G1∩f G2  (2)G2∩f G1 (3)G1- F 
G2 and (4)G2- F G1. In all the other cases we term the FFD is safe. Let the QI groups after anonymization be 
G{G1, G2,............Gn}. Consider Si to be set of distinct sensitive values of A in the QI group. According to Hui 
Wang et al., (2011)   the anonymized database satisfy (d,l) inference in the presence of F if the following three 
properties hold:  (1) for each Gi  G, the sensitive values are d-close (d - close property) (2) for every Gi G, let 
O{Gj,............Gk} be the largest overlapped QI groups then |Si∩Sj∩......∩Sk| ≥ l. (l - overlapping property) (3) for 
two QI groups Gi, Gj  G, |Si- Sj | ≥ l. (l - non overlapping property). In order to achieve (d,l) inference three 
grouping strategies proposed  by Hui Wang et al., (2011) are as follows: 

1. Disjoint grouping DG: non overlapping partitioning of sensitive values. 
2. Containment grouping CG: a partitioning of sensitive values such that it pertains to containment 

relationship. 
3. Intersection grouping IG: overlapped partitioning of sensitive values. 
In order to construct QI groups for anonymization in the presence of unsafe FFD's , a two phase 

anonymization algorithm is proposed by Hui Wang et.al., (2011) that apply DG, CG and IG grouping strategies 
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on all distinct sensitive values for sensitive attribute A. The objective of applying grouping strategies is to 
minimize  information loss caused by tuple suppression. For a set of distinct sensitive values S {S1, 
S2,............Sn}, a typical partitioning scheme of S is a group {P1, P2,............Pt} such that the following conditions 
hold: 

 (1)  i≠j Pi∩Pj = {} and (2) i=1..t Pi= S 
The top down approach for partitioning specified by Hui Wang et al.,(2011) does not take into account the 

frequency of sensitive values of attribute. In this paper we propose a prototype algorithm which constructs the 
group based on frequency of sensitive values of attributes 

Given an unsafe FFD F : A→B, set of all unique sensitive values P {s1,…, sn} of the sensitive attributes in 
A, the modified top down approach is given below: 

 
Modified Top Down Partitioning Algorithm: 

Input: An unsafe FFD F : A→B, set of all unique sensitive values P {s1,…, sn} of the sensitive attributes in 
A 

1. Calculate the number of removed tuples and IL(P)=min(DG(1,n),CG(1, n), IG(1,n)) 
2. Repeat until no further split possible 
3. If (sizeof(P)<2l) 
4. unchange: Unchange(P); 
5. Else 
6. split: t=find_threshold(); 
7. Split P into two partitions P1({s1,...,si}|f1....fi<=t) and P2({si+1,...,sn}|fi+1....fn>t) 
8. Calculate I L(P1)=min(DG(1, i),CG(1, i), IG(1, i)) and I L(P2)=min(DG(i+1, n),CG(i+1,n), IG(i+1, n)) 
9. If ( I L(P1)+I L(P2)≥I L(P)) 
10. goto unchange; 
11. else  
12. goto split; 
 
The top down approach proposed in the literature proceeds from examining the set of unique values of a 

sensitive attribute and calculating the information loss thereof. Although splitting helps in minimizing the 
information loss by suppression a substantial amount of information loss occurs, since there is no consideration 
of frequency of sensitive attribute values in the choice of split point. In order to address this problem, we 
propose a modified top down approach. We consider the frequency of occurrence of a particular sensitive 
attribute value and formulate a threshold which is obtained by calculating the arithmetic mean of the 
frequencies. Based on the threshold, the splitting occurs and the procedure continues until none of the partitions 
could further be split.  

 
Conclusion: 

In this paper  a study is made on privacy preserving data publishing problem with an emphasis on the threat 
posed by full-functional dependency. We studied the limitation of the existing top down approach in 
anonymizing the data to satisfy (d,l)-inference model and the grouping strategies. We study the importance of 
considering the frequency of sensitive attribute values in choosing the split point and proposed a modified top 
down approach. As a future work we plan to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm on real-time data 
sets Also we will move to study the importance of the utility factor while formulating the partitioning scheme to 
design a partitioning strategy to maintain a proper balance between privacy and utility of data. 
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